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Questionnaire

Please complete this form even if you are a “tourist,” listener, or uncertain about registering for the course. This will help us in planning this and future terms.

Please print neatly.

Name: ____________________________________________

E-mail Address: ______________________________________

MIT Department (Course number): ____________________________

Year:  G  Senior  Junior

Likelihood you will be taking 6.341 for credit ____________________________%

How long ago did you take the following prerequisite courses? If you did not take these courses at MIT, where did you take their equivalents, what was the subject called, and what text did you use?

6.003 (soph-level signals & systems): ________________________________

6.011 (senior-level signals & systems): ________________________________

How familiar are you with the MATLAB Software package? (Circle One)

Never used it  Intermediate  MATLAB guru

Do you think you would benefit from a MATLAB tutorial session on Athena?  Yes  No